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Professor involved in fatal crash, remembered by staff URI Student
BY HENSLEY CARRASCO AND
SHAWNSAIYA

Managing Editors

University of Rhode Island
assistant professor Peng Wang
was killed Monday morning
after the vehicle he was driving
collided with a cement truck on
Route 138, about four miles west
of campus. He was in his second
year teaching at the university
"In the short time that he was
here, he had a significant impact
on [his] students," Raymond
Wright, Dean of the College of
Engineering, said. "He had both
undergraduates and graduate
students who would work with
him on the research that he was
doing, which was sort of remarkable for a young faculty member
that comes in on his first job. He
seemed to embrace that."
Wright said many people
"viewed [Wang] as a rising star."
Wang was a faculty member

of both the Department of
Chemical Engineering and the
Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences. He instructed one
undergraduate class in each
department and had two graduate students working underneath
him; Wright said Wang split his
time between two departments
and taught "51 percent engineering [and] 49 percent pharmacy"
for the university.
"I think many people viewed
him as a rising star," Wright said.
"He had some success in the
research side of things. [He had]
success in the academic side of
things. He had been very important to the department and the
services of the department."
.Wang earned a Ph.D. from .
Columbia University in 2004
after completing both his bachelor's and master's degrees at
Tsinghua University in Beijing in
his native China in 1997 and
2000, respectively.

Wang worked on new drug
delivery systems. Chairman of
Chemical Engineering, Richard
Brown, said Wang's research was
"quite vital in drug delivery." The
research Wang was working on
dealt with the delivery and distribution of drugs in the human
body. According to his profile on
the URI website, Wang's research
interests included polymer-drug
mixtures and advanced nanocomposite materials.
Brown said Wang was a
"new model" faculty member
who "interact[ed] with students
on all levels from freshmen to
graduate students." The interactions were both in the classes he
instructed and through advisement at University College, a
position that . he only recently
began.
"Dr. Wang represented the
best of the University," Provost
and Vice President for Academic
Affairs Donald H. DeHayes said

in a statement issued to the URI
community. "He was not only a
pioneer in his research, but he
was a pioneer in bringing together the disciplines of engineering
and pharmaceutical research. His
death is a profound loss for URI
and for his family."
Brown said Wang was
happy he started family and his
position at URI. Wang is survived
by his wife, Ran Luo, and sevenmonth-old daughter, Carolyn.
"[This is a] major tragedy,"
Brown said. "[He was a] fabulous
colleague to work with and it's a
great loss to the department."
Brown said the department
is currently looking to find
replacement professors to take
over Wang's classes and graduate
students.
"He had made a mark on the
department and the college in the
very short time he was here,"
Wright said.

a

Occupy movement comes to URI campus
BY GUS CANTWELL

New.s Reporter

A new campus group,
which focuses on the problems of students at the
University of Rhode Island,
held its first meeting in
Lippitt Hall yesterday.
The group calls itself
Occupy URI, and is based on
the recent movements regarding economic issues across the
country. The group started
following talks between professors on campus who wanted to see change.
"It's not a tight program,"
said Physics professor and
Occupy URI member Peter
Nightingale. The main point
of the group is to allow students and faculty to openly
discuss and address issues
facing the college, with particular attention paid to the
steep tuition rates.
"This is a national problem,"
Honors
Program
Director Richard Mcintyre
said during his speech in
front of roughly 100 people.
He e><:plained that while the
cost of an average college
education has risen 460 percent over the last 30 years,
annual wages have stayed
fairly stagnant.

U::IJ~

"All the benefits have
gone to those who own capital," he said, referring to the
"explosion of profit" for businesses
as
prices
have
increased while wages have
not.
Mcintyre also expressed
his disdain for the state's consistent cuts to URI's budget,
saying that the state's annual
contributions have actually
decreased by nearly 50 percent since 2002.
"Time and time again we
hear how important higher
education is," History professor and Occupy URI member
Scott Molloy said angrily.
"But you never see them step
up to the plate when it comes
time to pay the bill."
Nightingale
explained
that the point of the meeting
was to organize a core group
of faculty and students who
· are interested in being a part
of the group. The meeting
was designed as an informational session to gauge the
key issues among students
and faculty.
One of the speakers, graduate
student
Danielle
Dirocco, was especially angry
about the role of money in
getting an education.
"I'm absolutely furious
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Professor Mcintyre, director of the University of Rhode Island's
Honors program, spoke at the Pre-Occupy URI meeting this
Tuesday. Students, professors, and community members gathered
in the attic of Lippitt Hall.

that money has a louder voice
than I do," she said. "I have to
wonder, what happened to
the American Dream?"
Many of the points made
came back to the idea of the
top 1 percent of the people in
America having such a huge
economic advantage over the
other 99 percent. The growing
disparity bet.ween the two
groups is making it difficult

for many to afford an education as well as other basic
necessities, and many people
at the meeting pointed their
fingers at the 1 percent who
pay lower taxes than they
believe is right.
"We're asking corporations to give their fair share,"
Ocean State Action Director
Continue~

on page 2

Today's forecast
39 °F

Nickel Brief:

No need for
that shiny new
poncho today

See how life after URI Is for
one alumni in tomorrow's
Cigar.

wins acting
competition
BY FARAH CASALINI

News Editor

Twelve
years
ago,
University of Rhode Island
junior
Andrew
Burnap
stepped into his first role in
Westerly's
annual
"A
Celebration
of
Twelfth
Night" production. Now, he
is the winner of the prestigious
Irene
Ryan
Competition.
"It felt great to be recognized for all my hard work,"
he said .
It wasn't until his senior
year of high school in South
Kingstown, however, that he
realized he wanted to devote
himself to the profession.
"It was sort of like a
domino effect," he said. "It
has definitely been an amazing ride."
The competition, held at
the
Kennedy
Center
American College Theatre
Festival in Massachusetts in
January, featured 250 contestants from all over the New
England region. The atmosphere was overwhelming and
competitive, Burnap said, as
everyone was trying to
impress the judges with their
three-minute scene performance.
Judges selected only 36 to
move on to the second round,
where they asked contestants
to perform their scene from
the first round and an additional scene, all under five
minutes. Then the "Sweet 16"
were chosen for the last and
final round, four of which
were URI students, which
Burnap said was the best part
of the entire competition.
"It was great knowing
that the department was so
well represented," Burnap
said.
His name was called as
the winner and he will now
be competing at the national
festival at the John F.
Kennedy Center for the
Performing
Arts
in
Washington D.C., in April.
After his career started 12
years ago, Burnap has been in
Continued on page 2

Looking for a scary new
movie to see?

See page 6.
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New group spreads
•
service awareness
•

BY KIMBERLY DELANDE
News Reporter

be able to have more people
involved in the children's
lives. According to White,
Last Wednesday, Make it whenever the children of San
Bright was recognized as an Mauricio are asked what they
official organization of the like to do, many say that they
University of Rhode Island by like meeting the students and
the Student Senate. The playing football with them.
organization has worked The children, White said,
alongside Share the Light, a would benefit greatly from
project which works to collect having mentors in their lives.
gently used clothing and
"It's a pipe dream of mine
shoes for the orphans of San to have students of various
Mauricio
in
Bogota, disciplines - theater, music,
Columbia.
and photography, for examThe program started as an ple - to work with the chiloffshoot of a Grand Challenge dren for a week and help
course taught last semester by them develop skills and pasMartha
Waitkun
and sions," White said. "They're
Academic
Advisor
Kim craving contact and camaWhite. Students in the course raderie."
Media
and
"Social
For White, who has wantCommunity Involvement" ed to work alongside Share
raised funds to buy clothing, the Light for quite some time,
shoes and toys for the chil- being able to be part of the
dren of San Mauricio. The Make it Bright program is an
gifts were given to the chil- unforgettable
experience.
dren in December when During last semester's drive
White, Make it Bright presi- for gently used clothing and
dent Jessica Peterson, and 12 shoes, many of her fellow
other members of the Share advisors
in
University
the Light program personally College were a great help in
delivered them to the chil- donating their belongings to
dren. While the trip was not a the cause.
school-funded event, White
"I always knew that
hopes that it will be in the University College was a
future .
place where people would
"My next step is to make care about the projects you're
a trip to Columbia an official working on," White said.
service trip," White said. "I "But it's another thing entirethink it would mean a lot for ly to have them cheer you on
the students of the organiza- and work with you to accomtion, and all of those who plish your goals."
have helped us, to see the
Make it Bright' s first
children's faces ."
meeting
will
be
on
Now that Make it Bright Wednesday, Feb. 28th at 6:00
has made its own space at p.m at Roosevelt Hall. Many
URI, White has planned for freshmen and other friends of
the program to do more than Make it Bright will be there,
collect donations. Now, she and the meeting will serve to
hopes for Make it Bright to inform interested students
not only actively participate what Make it Bright is all
in service, but to spread about. It will also show Make
awareness of what other stu- it Bright's accomplishments
dents can do to help the and what it hopes to accomcause.
plish in the future . So far, the
"One of my goals is to use organization has 48 members,
URI students as a mouthpiece and is hoping to garner interto talk about what other peo- est from more students.
ple can do to help,"' said
"It's exciting to have an
White. "We hope to be able to organization on campus
go to elementary schools and where students can have a
talk about how people can taste of community service,"
make a difference through White said. "To be a part of
donating gently used shoes this is a priceless experience."
and clothing."
The biggest goal White
has for the organization is to

Actor

Occupy

From page l

From page l

anywhere between 20 and 30
productions, six of which
have been at URI. His
favorite role was in URI's
Rocky Horror Picture Show
production, where he played
Dr. Frank-N-Furter.
"It was a joy to explore
that character," he said.
The theatre major, with
the intent on earning a BFA in
acti~g, . also works hard to
maintain his GPA. Last
semester, he earned a 3.7
despite all his rehearsals and
plays.
"It's tough," he said. "But
it's about working hard. Even
though I might only get four
hours of sleep, in the end, it's
worth it."
As his role models,
Burnap listed off a few,
including Paula McGlasson,
chair of URI's theatre department and his father. He said
McGlasson has a sort .of professionalism that allows her
to make people work collaboratively. In terms of his father,
he said he hopes he could be
"half the man his father is one
day."
When he isn't devoting
his time to his studies or theatre, Burnap said he is an
avid moviegoer and he loves
·
to ·play ~ennis : . .. :... :. . .
As for the ·future, Burriap
said he is seriously looking
into graduate school, but he
anticipates a lot more training.
"I hope I will be doing the
type of theatre that I love," he
said.
Because
the
theatre
department
supports
Burnap's opportunity to compete in Washington, D.C., it
will be having a one-weekonly production of the originally slated two~week production of "Singin' in the
Rain" from April 25 to April
29. Burnap will be starring as
Don Lockwood.
"It is going to be a fantastic show," he said.

Christina Fox, who was in the
audience, said.
"To hell with looking out
for one, let's look out for each
other," Molloy added.
However, the goal of the
meeting was not to discuss
ways to fix the problem, but
simply to get the issues out to
everyone involved. Mcintyre
explained it isn't right to
place the blame on the
wealthy and assume they are
bad people for nbt paying
higher taxes.
"The 1 percent are not
necessarily bad people," he
said. "They're just more
organized."
Nightingale
explained
that the group's first goal is
to inform the campus of the
ongoing issues facing places
of higher education. Though
they started meeting in
December, he acknowledged
that the tim:ing was poor, due
to the chaotic nature of final
exams on campus.
"We hadn't spoken to the
campus community," he said.
During the break, the
group met weekly and organized itself for the spring
semester. When the new
semester began, they decided
to send .an email invitation to

increases. Nightingale said
· they might work with the
national Occupy Colleges
movement, which is planning
a teach-in at the end of
February.
"We are connected with
students at Brown, [Rhode
Island
College]
and
[Providence College]," he
added.

' t:he' apptbXi'It1at~ly ;3~~Qt1Wstu- "·
dents ana faculty at URI. The
group hopes to see more people join as they look to take
action against the tuition
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CONTINUED
Art thief pleads guilty Court throws out same-sex marraige ban
NEW YORK (AP) ~ A stolen art on display.
Among some 19 artworks
wine steward who plucked artwork off hotel and gallery walls at the apartment was Leger's
in a bicoastal spree admitted 1917
"Composition
with
Tuesday to stealing a $350,000 Mech anical Elements," the
drawing in New York, resolv- Manhattan district attorney's
ing charges -here .afte;r serving office said. The drawing disap~
jail time in California.
peared June 28 from an
An art-loving thief who employee entrance area at a
stol£: to decorate his.o""n apart- -gallery in the Carlyle Hotel.
Prosecutors have said a
in~nt/ a~~Qt~fug {~-prbse~fors,
Mark _Lu$o p{eade'!: · guilty to search of Lugo's apartment
grand lal'Ceny 'in the New York turned up four other pieces including a Picasso work case.
He admitted he took the that may have been stolen from
pricey sketch by the c 'u bist Manhattan venues. But he was
painter Fernand Leger from a charged in New York only with
lobby ·gallery af -Manhattan's the thefts of the works by Leger
Carlyle Hotel on Juhe-28 ___-one and Yim, who's known for her
of the New York thefts prosecu- disconcerting images of toy
tors.said Lugo accomplished by bears and other creatures.
liftirtg ·art nff hotel walls and ·
"In an effort to display
walking off with the works in stolen art in his apartment, this
canvas tote bags. Besides the repeat art thief boldly walked
Leger, he was charged with out of two Manhattan hotels in
stealing five works by the broad daylight" with valuable
South Korea-born artist Mie works, District Attorney Cyrus
Yim from another hotel on June R. Vance Jr. said in a statement
when Lugo was arraigned in
14.
Lugo, 31, is set to oe sen- New York last month.
tenced Feb. 28 to one to three
Lugo, a sometime sommeyears in p,rison. His lawyer, lier and kitchen server at
James Montgomery, noted that upscale Manhattan restaurants,
Lugo could get out in less than also is charged in New Jersey
a year if he succeeds in a boot- with taking three bottles of
camp-style prison program.
Chateau Petrus Pomerol Lugo was publidy identi- together worth $6,000- from a
fied as a suspect in several New Wayne wine shop in April.
York heist~ shortly after ];lis July
As for the San Francisco
, '"- ~1'-rti~;:S.~~·F!.-.~~::S~~S:~~~'~~~l~co. ·, eharg~rLugopleaded--guiHy in
Authorities ·there said he . October to grand theft. He finstrolled into the Weinstein ished his 138-day sentence on
Gallery, took a $275,000 1965 Nov. 21.
Picasso drawing "Tete de
Montgomery declined to
Femme (Head of a Woman)" off comment further Tuesday; he
a wall, walked down the street has previously said Lugo "had
with the sketch under his arm no commercial motive at all" in
and hopped into a taxi. Police his actions. Lugo's San
tracked Lugo to a friend's Francisco attorney, Douglas
apartment in nearby Napa Horngrad, has called him
County.
"more like someone who was in
At Lugo's own apartment the midst of a psychiatric
in Hoboken, N.J., investigators episode" than a calculating art
then found a $430,000 trove of thief.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Same-sex marriage moved one
step closer to the Supreme Court
on Tuesday when a federal
appeals court ruled California's
ban unconstitutional, saying it
serves no purpose other than to
"lessen the status and human
dignity" of gays.
A three-judge panel of the
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
gave gay marriage opponents
time to appeal the 2-1 decision
before ordering the state to allow
same-sex weddings to resume.
"I'm ecstatic. I recognize that
we have a ways to go yet. We
may have one or two more legal
steps," said Jane Leyland, who
was gathered with a small
crowd outside the federal courthouse in downtown San
Francisco, cheering as they
learned of the ruling.
Leyland married her longtime partner, Terry Gilb, during
the five-month window when
same-sex marriage was legal in
California.
"But when we first got
together, I would have never
dreamed in a million years that
we would be allowed to be legally married, and here we are."
ban
known
as
The
Proposition 8 was approved by
voters in 2008 with 52 percent of
the vote. The court said it was
unconstitutional because it singled out a minority group for
disparate treatment for no compelling reason.
The justices concluded that
the law had no purpose other

than to deny gay couples marriage, since California already
grants them all the rights and
benefits of marriage if they register as domestic partners.
"Had Marilyn Monroe's film
been called 'How to Register a
Domestic Partnership with a
Millionaire,' it would not have
conveyed the .same meaning as
did her famous movie, even
though the underlying drama
for same-sex couples is no different," the court said.
The lone dissenting judge
insisted that the ban could help
ensure that children are raised
by married, opposite-sex parents.
The appeals court focused
its decision exclusively on
California's ban, not the bigger
debate, even though the court
has jurisdiction in nine Western
states.
Whether same-sex couples
may ever be denied the right to
marry "is an important and
highly controversial question,"
the court said. "We need not and
do not answer the broader question in this case."
Six states allow gay couples
to wed - Connecticut, New
Hampshire,
Iowa,
Massachusetts, New York and
Vermont - as well as the
District of Columbia. California,
as the nation's most populous
state and home to more than
98,000 same-sex couples, would
be the gay rights movement's
biggest prize of them all.
The 9th Circuit concluded

that a trial court judge had correctly
interpreted
the
Constitution and Supreme
Court precedents when he threw
out Proposition 8.
The measure "serves no purpose, and has no effect, other
than to lessen the status and
human dignity of gays and lesbians in California, arid to officially reclassify their relationships and families as inferior to
those of oppbsite-sex couples,"
Judge Stephen Reinhardt, one of
the court's most liberal judges,
wrote in the 2-1 opinion.
Opponents of gay marriage
planned to ask the Supreme
Court to overturn the ruling,
which came more than a year
after the appeals court panel
heard arguments in the case.
"We are not surpriseq that
this Hollywood-orchestrated
attack on marriage - fried in
San Francisco - turned out this
way. But we are confident that
the expressed will of the
American people in favor of
marriage will be upheld at the
Supreme Court," said Brian
Raum, senior counsel for the
Alliance Defense Fund, a
Christian legal aid group based
in Arizona that helped defend
Proposition 8.
Legal analysts questioned
whether the Supreme Court
would agree to take the case
because of the narrow scope of
the ruling. California is the only
state to grant gays the right to
marry and rescind it.

ATTENTION: College of Arts & Sciences Undergraduates!/
More than $3,000 is available through

The Paul H. Conway Memorial Scholarship
Essay Competition

Eligil:Jility
•
•
•
•

Rhode Island Resident
Current College of Arts and Sciences Undergraduate
At least 24 earned credits
Good Academic Standing

Award is based on a one-page essay, "The Value of a Liberal Arts
Education", and a resume listing all volunteer and work experience.

TQ r;tpply
Applications are available at www.uri.edu/artsci/, the College of Arts and Sciences
Dean's Office, 257 Chafee, or email abaron@uri.edu.
For more information, call 874-4101.

{)gac/lint?: El!kruqry 2.4~ 2.01.2. .tJt: 4 p,m,
Finalists will be invited for a brief interview.

This scholarship is made available through the generosity of
Shannon Chandley '83, Tom Silvia '83, in memory of Paul H. Conway '84.
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Students start 'Open Heart' project
Community
Whenever there is a loss, be it a personal one or one you
may have heard from elsewhere, a void opens. In a community-type setting such as the University of Rhode Island, any
kind of loss affects those among the campus both directly and
indirectly. It's those kinds of losses that brings the university
together and allows people to realize that this truly is a ~om
munity. The way one person is affected by it can rub off on
another person, then another person and another until a large
number of people feel a certain way. Though not the most
common circumstance in which people are directly affected,
it is one.
Those aren't the only situations where the community
can come together. A new group on campus, Occupy URI,
held its first meeting and is looking to recruit students on
campus to join in their efforts. Occupy URI looks to help generate a tighter community at URI by way of helping students,
faculty and staff understand the financial situations that students face. They have partnered with schools all across
Rhode Island to plan out such meetings and aren't planning
on ending it with one.
Other student organizations aim to build the presence of
a community in other ways. Some groups coordinate
fundraisers others support different charities or other causes.
People who support those groups find themselves in a comfort zone. Most times those students tell other students who
then join the organization themselves, creating a small sense
of community within a greater one.
All you really need to remember is where you are. You're
at the University of Rhode Island. When you go to the gym,
when you go to the dining halls, class, anywhere, you will see
the school's name or logo. You need to remember that the
school is not only a school, it's a community and it's best to
continue to take the great community and build a better one
for the future.
The easiest way to affect someone and leave a mark is a
smile. If you smile at one person and they smile at the next, it
will create a never-ending chain that can, ultimately, go
around the campus, if not the state or the world, and return
to you.
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To the Cigar,
February is American Heart
Month and a great time to recognize the effects that heart disease
has on millions of Americans
each year. Every 39 seconds, an
American dies from some form
of heart disease. While overall
mortality rates have declined
over the last decade, heart disease remains the cause of loneout of every three American
deaths. The most alarming statistic however is that many of these
deaths could have been prevented by screening and treatment.
There are several risk factors
that make it more likely for some
people to develop heart disease
such as high blood pressure and
high cholesterol. These risk factors are modifiable and include
obesity, physical inactivity, smoking, and poor management of

associated disease states.
As the public's most accessible health care providers, pharmacists and student pharmacists
can play a significant role in the
prevention and management of
heart disease. This is why the student pharmacists at the
University of Rhode Island
College of Pharmacy are taking
action to help the people nf our
community learn if they may be
at risk for heart disease. They
plan to provide interested individuals ·with more ,information
about this condition through a
patient-care
project
called
"Operation Heart". Student
pharmacists will be available on
Wednesday Feb. 22 from 10 a.m.
until2 p.m. at a booth in the URI
Memorial Union Airport Lounge
to take blood pressure readings,
provide education on heart dis-

ease, and help individuals determine if they are at risk.
They can also be reached via
the American Pharmacists
Association-Academy of Student
Pharmacists URI chapter's e-mail
address
apha.aspuri@gmail.com.
This event is free and open to
all ages. Do yourself and your
family a favor; find out if you are
at risk, it -could save your life!
Sincerely,
Meredith Howard and
Adam Youngblood,
Student Pharmacists and
Operation Heart Co-chairs
American Pharmacists
Association-Academy of
Student Pharmacists
University of Rhode Island
College of Pharmacy '

New England sports fans need
to move on and just get over it
BY FARAH CASALINI
News Editor

When I chose to come to
school in Rhode Island, I didn't
really understand what I was
getting myself into, sportswise. I knew there would be
Boston Red Sox fans· and
England Patriots fans, and I
knew that I would get a lot of
flack for being a New York
Yankees fan and New York
Giants fan. But I had absolutely
no idea how far these fans
would take it.
Don't get me wrong, I am
by no means a die-hard sports
fan (seriously, when my mom
reads this column, she will be
surprised I chose to discuss
sports). I like to know a team's
stats during the season and I'd
defend my boys until the end,
but I'm not the type to sulk or
cry when my team loses. I
respect where I am and the fans
that live here, and I'm not looking for a quarrel.
With that being said, I'd
like to talk from the perspective
of a Long Islander coming to
Rhode Island, especially during
baseball and football season.
Throughout the entire

New

baseball season, I had to sit
back and listen to the over-confident Red Sox fans who ranted
and raved about how good
their team was and how far
their team was going to go that
season. When Boston lost and
.didn'.f~venrr\.ak~ ftto'the post'1 '
season, you could imagine the
glee that surpassed any other
emotion I was feeling. Not just
because the Yankees made it
into the post-season, but
because the Red Sox fans could
choke on their words and realize that no matter their predic~
tions, baseball is an unpredictable sport.
However, with the Giants
win on Sunday, I don't think I
have ever been happier.
For the past two weeks, all
I have been reading about was
how the Patriots should be set
to win, how it was the Patriot's
opportunity to redeem themselves, how the Tom Brady-Bill
Belichick combo was unbeatable. I was absolutely sick of it.
Now, I have every right to
flaunt my support for the
Giants with pride and Patriots
fans can finally keep quiet.
What still boggles my
mind, however, is how New

England sports fans can find
any way possible to turn a loss
into someone else's fault.
Whether it be blaming the loss
on Ron Gronkowski' s injury or
the picture on Facebook that's
gone viral, sayiiJ.g .how Bo~to~
~ 'ha:s ~ 'f8t.tr . te~~s , and ~~ ~~Y~1l,..
charrip'i onships · in ·· the past
decade, and New York has nine
teams and three. For some
strange reason, New England
fans absolutely, positively don't
know how to be a good sport.
The Patriots lost, and the
Giants won. It .was a close
game. Suck it up and wait for
next year.
Seriously guys, just get
over it already. I admire your
heart and dedication, but why
don't you worry about world
hunger or peace or something
of substance? Instead of being a
sore loser, congratulate New
York for pulling out a fantastic
win,. allow them a few days (at
the very least) of gloating, and
move on.
But as I've learned from living in Rhode Island for the past
four years, New England fans
will never get over it and they
will harp on this for as long as
they can.

EDITORIAL POLl( ·y
The Good 5¢ Cigar is published four times a week during the school year except for vacations and holidays. The
Cigar has a circulation of 5Jl00. All signed columns, commentaries and letters to the editor must be typed.
double-spaced with the author's full name and phone number or the submission will not be accepted. Submissions
should not exceed 700 words. The Cigar reserves the right to edit all material for publication.
The Cigar is located in Room 125 of the Memorial Union. All typesetting is done by the Cigar.
The Cigar is printed by TCI Press. Seekonk. \1A.
All signed columns. commcntmics. letters to the editor and cartoons do not necessarily rctlect the position of the
Cigar, but arc the opinion of the individual author.
CORRECTION POLICY
The Cigar will gladly print coJTections if the eJTor is brought to our attention within one week of publication.
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& ENTERTAINMENT
'AJcatraz' continues Clint Eastwood does politics his way
success as new show
ARTS

BY CONOR SIMAO

Archer, whose original surname
was Madsen, is in fact Tommy's
brother.
It turns out that Bad Robot's
upon this discovery and m·
"Alcatraz" series has been quite the present, Hastings tries tirethe little troublemaker lately. lessly to convince Archer to help
Since its premiere, tour-guides at him find Tommy Madsen, one of
the now defunct San Francisco th
e now free and d angerous
prison for which it is named have escaped inmates. But conflict of
been dealing with visitors sneak- interests and a lack of trust
ing away to see closed-off por- impair the effectiveness of the
tions of the pen, evidently con- Archer-Hastings duo and, as
vinced that some areas depicted always, things get so out of hand
on the Fox program may be mod- that it takes a gunpoint face off
eled after real mythological por- and FBI egomaniac Emerson
tals. And for those of us who
h ·
b d ·
Hauser s ooting some o y m
don't conflate fiction and reality the leg to get things back under
on the regular, the show has just control.
been luring us in with its seemWhen the dust clears, certain
' ingly endless string of mysteri- points do become clear. Ray is
ous plot twists.
Rebecca's great uncle and the eviMonday night's episode con- dently loyal brother of Tommy
tinued this pattern that I suppose Madsen. This might explain why
began with the smoke monster in he turned down Hauser's offer to
"Lost" all those years ago. And as join the "'63 Roundup" task force
We the viewers sit at home th hi
· 1ater b ecame a
at ·s great-mece
scratching our heads, I get the part of. At the end of the episode,
feeling that somewhere the per- we discover that Ray and
petually somewhat-eerie-and- Tommy are in contact after all.
I mysterious Sam Neill is enjoying While doing his best to protect
his brother, 1Ray does firmly
a truly maniacal laugh.
In the fifth installment of sea- d emand that .,.,~ommy say
t away
son 1, entitled "Guy Hastings," from Rebecca, but what good
~gs ge! ~?!?.;~~~x ;~ ~~!~~~~-n:..Qqes.#w.t dQ,?..,WgJ!lllqlp.wdhflt,
0
miX and cross pathS to a poml:
Rebecca, alive with ambition and
mild confusion. For a potentially thirsty for revenge, can't help
good reason, the writers are real- herself. It is most unlikely that
ly trying to explore protagonist she will stay away from him.
Rebecca Madsen's rabbit hole
Approaching the halftime
family tree and refused, wisely, to mark of its maiden voyage,
air another discrete "CSI" style "Alcatraz" has truly roused a bit
episode. ~o instead, the wider of excited speculation from its
storyline is fleshed out, making fans. Like shows of this kind, it
one thing clear: Tommy Madsen wants nothing more than to lead
is more than just a one-time refer- its audience into a Chinese-finger
ence, he is integral to the plot trap of involuntary allure. To this
development moving forward.
end, it has developed a complex,
The episode begins with mysterious plot. There are twists
Guy Hastings, a former guard at in every ·episode and an imbalAlcatraz prison and a member of anced budget of questions and
the '63s, a group of inmates and answers, which for Abrams is
personnel who shifted through something of a signature imperatime and landed, without aging, tive, but it still lacks impressive
in 2012. A series of flashbacks and acting and to some extent realis~
disco~eries made by Madsen and tic writing. Will this deter its
her well-educated partne:~ Diego faithful? At this point, I cannot
Soto, reveal that Hastings imagine anyone suspending
worked as a top guard on the their curiosity when they've
island and trained Rebecca's made it this far, enduring cheesy
uncle and childhood guardian lines and Jorge Garcia's simply
Robert Archer, who also worked inconsistent delivery.
attherock(thoughhemissedout
5o bring it on "Alcatraz,"
on the cool time travel thing). you've made a promise to enterArcher, though, engaged in a tain; it's time to make good on it.
truly curious back and forth with 1 expect nothing less than a satisTommy Madsen while at work, fying explanation as to what is
prompting anyone with an ounce going on, and why it should matof skeptical caution, like Deputy ter to us in the shrinking but loyal
Warden Tiller, to postulate that audience.
something was amiss. That
something is finally revealed:
Entertainment Writer

I

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
plot seemed familiar: A hotshot
Hollywood filmmaker shills for a
bailed-out car industry, yet
another limousine liberal going
to bat for big government.
Except the star of Chrysler's
'1t's Halftime in America" Super
Bowl spot was Clint Eastwood,
who has made a habit out of confounding expectations in his
work and his politics. He's a
tough guy who makes anti-violence films, a fiscal conservative
who takes left-leaning stands on
social issues.
Eastwood also is an opponent of government bailouts who
just happened to appear in a
commercial for a company that
benefitted from government support.
He's said that politics had
nothing to do with his turn as
pitchman for job growth and
American resilience. But the ad
has turned up the spotlight on
the Academy Award-winning
director who, at 81, shuns complacency and retirement (next up:
directing Beyonce in a remake of
"A Star is Born).
"It's a cliche, but he is an
American icon and he's often
been ahead of the culture in the
movie choices he's made, the acting choices he's made," said
Democratic
ad-maker
Bill
'' Cartid t. "He's · 'a wonderful,
unique voice, and this spot was a
gutsy call."
The cinematic Super Bowl
commercial, two minutes of
Eastwood exhorting the nation to

reclaim its spirit and economic took a measured view of the
glory, was the star at his best. His long-entrenched FBI chief, poracting trademarks - the deter- traying him as an innovative
mined squ!nt, the quiet, life- crimefighter who became a danroughened voice - were even gerously powerful, emotionally
more effective amid an ad circus confused zealot who abused his
of talking babies and dieting position.
dogs.
Eastwood's nuanced work
"Thi
try can't b e
s coun
hasn't stopped politicians from
knocked out with one punch," making use of his film . image,
Eastwood murmurs, urgently. including Harry's snappy, crimi"We get right back up again and nal-taunting lines. Colorado,
w h en we d o, the world' s gonna which has a "Make My Day" law
hear the roar of our engines."
that allows homeowners to shoot
There are Oscar best-picture intruders, is weighing a measure
nominees out now with less dra- named "Make My Day Better"
matic punch. Eastwood, who's that would extend the legal proalready given pop culture his fair tection to business owners.
share of hallmark moments (as
But toeing any party line is
police detective Dirty Harry, with not his style. He's a penny-pinch· d
bb "V '
gun trame on a ro er: ~ou ve ing conservatiye who vigorously
got to ask yourself one question: backs gay marriage and environ'Do I feel lucky?' Well, do ya, mental protections. He supportpunk?"), helped create one that ed GOP presidential contender
went beyond fiction and into the John McCain in 2008 and can't
nation's economic struggle.
· recall voting to put a Democrat in
All that, and it threw the the White House, but expressed
right and left into a tizzy - no admiration for California's
big deal for a guy who's used to Democratic Gov. Jerry Brown.
upending expectations. .
Then came the buzzed-about
1n movies,
·
Eas tw ood h as
commercial, which drew millions
often played the unyielding of hits online after it aired for a
tough guy who could turn record TV audience of 111-plus
vicious if pushed too far. As a million viewers.
filmmaker, he's poetically shown
There was a quick reaction in
the anguish of conflict in works political circles, with GOP strate· 1u d mg
·
the
tH
me
vves tern gist Karl Rove saying he was
"Unforgiven," World War II com- "offended" by the ad he called
panion films "Flags of Our tantamount to spending tax dolFathers" and "Letters from lwo lars on corporate advertising,
Jima," and the urban drama and White House senior adviser
"Gran Torino."
David Axelrod calling it "powerHis portrait of J. Edgar ful."
Hoover in last year's "J. Edgar"

------~:.._---------------------------~-1
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The biennial review of the
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has begun.

-Please submit policy suggestions
and changes for the
2012--2014 Student Handbook at
www. uristudentsenate.org
by February 17.
CONTACT THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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& ENTERTAINMENT
'The Woman in Black' doesn't disappoint,
stands strong .amongst classic horror ·films
ARTS

BY MATI GOUDREAU
Entertainment Writer

Horror is a genre that has
changed constantly since its
origins as a form of German
Expressionism. The genre
continuously evolved with
the passage of time, ranging
from the classic "universal
monster" series · to the postatomic age style of horror
films in the '50s and '60s. This
generation's brand of horror
pales in comparison to any
previous style of horror, relying on either excessive gore or
cheap jump scares to shock an
audience. When I first caught
a glimpse of the trailer for
"The Woman in Black," I
instantly knew this was something different. The short
teaser provided all I needed
to be sold on the film, including a creepy and dark atmosphere with a solid choice for a
lead in Daniel Radcliffe.
Fresh off of the overwhelming success of the
Harry
Potter
franchise,
Radcliffe has done an excellent job of establishing an

impressive resume to avoid this house contains a dark
being typecast. He recently family secret involving the
starred on Broadway in the sister of the owner Jennet,
musical "How to Succeed in who had her son Nathaniel
Business without Really taken away.
Trying" and the controversial
Throughout the film,
production of "Equis." It was Kipps is plagued by visits
smart on the part of Hammer from the spirit of Jennet who
Studios to cast a well-known is now known by the natives
actor to draw more attention as the "Woman in Black." The
and box office revenue for locals tell Kipps she continues
"The Woman in Black." I am to haunt the town by maniputhrilled to announce that this lating children into commitmove paid off as Radcliffe ting suicide, making others
and the cast effectively con- feel the pain she had endured.
vey a style of horror I haven't Kipps experiences this when
seen in quite some time.
two boys drag their sister into
Based off the 1983 novel his house, only for the girl to
of the same name by Susan succumb to lye poisoning.
Hill, the film centers around Throughout the course of the
the character of Arthur Kipps film, Kipps remains deter(Radcliffe) a young lawyer . mined to keep his job for the
during the Edwardian Era. money, despite the implicaLiving with his four-year-old tions of many more encounson Joseph and his nanny, ters with the specter.
I actually had high experiKipps experiences a variety of
visions from his deceased ences for this film, but I was
wife. These visions, along somewhat taken back when I
with heavy stress and finan- saw the PG-13 rating at the
cial woes, urge Kipps to agree end of the trailer. Not because
to handle the Drablow family I believe every horror film
estate. Unbeknownst to him, should be a heavy R, but

because modern filmmakers
do this in order to draw more
attention, therefore sacrificing
quality. Also, PG-13 horror
films tend to lack any lasting
scares aside from jump scares.
Luckily, "The Woman in
Black" is not one of these
films. It does:p.'t rely on jump
scares to create a sense of fear,
but through the atmosphere
the film creates. The town
feels very isolated but mysterious, prompting a feeling
that it is hiding something.
The natives come across as
friendly, but nervous and hesitant to welcome outsiders.
This creates an ambiance that
implies something is wrong.
The subject matter also
plays a role of creating fear .
As the viewer, you feel for
Kipps, knowing he is in over
his head and is potentially
endangering the life of his
four-year-old son. The suspense leading up to sorrie of
the deaths in this film are
effective and actually frightening. All the child actors
convey fear and Radcliffe pro-

vides a solid performance not
only through his delivery oi
this polished but occasionally
cliche script, but through
facial expressions. It is a gift
only a handful of horror
actors can do, and it brings
me back to the silent era
where that's all actors could
rely on. The spirit of the
"Woman in Black" is certainly
creepy and every time you see
it you know something is
about to happen.
While the script does succumb to a few horror cliches
and somewhat of fl. shock ending, the performances and
ambiance elevate it beyond a
typical ghost story. Unlike
modern haunted house films
such as "The Grudge'' and
"Paranormal Activity," this
film effectively makes the
town a character besides the
supernatural. It's good to
know the horror genre is not
truly dead and that effectively
scary films can still be made
in this modern era.

'

Student Senate Sprins
Declaration period is underway!!
January 30th- February 10th

Interested in running for Senate?
1. Stop by Memorial Union Room 201
2. Visit :www.uri.edu/studorgjsen.ate
3. Check out the Senate Facebook Page

Declare to run for:

President & Vice President
College Representatives
At. . Large Representatives

'

i'
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CLASSIFIEDS
Help wanted
Looking to make a difference in the life of
a child and earn professional experience?
Part-time positions available afterschool
and weekends to work with children and
adolescents with developmental disabilities
in their home and commwlity. Range of
Pay $10-$12 per hour. Please Contact Jane
Eldredge at Jeldredge@oscr.org Ocean
State Commwlity Resources, Inc. (401)
789-4614 or (401) 245-7900

lMng
NARRAGANSETT c Large 4 Bed 2
Bathroom House Deck, Parking, Laundry,
Furnished, Close to Campus. $400 each
plus utilties, josh@broWn..edu 401-2639933
Eastward Look rental, 5 bed, 3 bath, gas
heat, all appliances, large deck with gas
grill, see homeaway.com, #115966 Cell
860-380-0581, email jfs3@cox.net
Large, spacious 5 bedroom, 2 bath home,
many extras in this modem and nicely furnished home. Walk to Scarborough beach,
temlis courts and park. Will be available
September 2012- May 2013. 2600/mo,
security needed also. View on
Narragansettbeachhomerental.shutterfly.co
m, email rsfolta@yahoo.com or call
Sand Hill Cove: Spacious 4 Bedroom, 2
Full baths, fully furnished, washer, dryer,
dishwasher, wrap-around deck with great
view. Short walk to beach. 884-3464.
Contact
Bonnet Shores 4 bed, 2 bath, furnished,
washer/dryer, parking. New gas furnace,
non-smokers only. Sep 2012-May 2013.
$1700/mo. 401-934-3128
Large selection of well-maintained homes
for rent. No. application fees! Ca1lnow for
2012·2013.
401-789-0666
or
Liladelman.com
Acad 12-13 6BEDNEWEASTWARD 15
Greene Lane (www.homeaway.com/vacation-rental/p303 174) 43 Glendale Rd
(www.vrbo.com/167707 Call 917-2702185 email mjvercillo@hotmail.com
Eastward Look North, Extra-Large 4
/B~m/2.5 Bath, $2100/month nicely
furnished,_ .
.
.
Mature students wanted. Homeaway.com

~'#31~41
.
-...... _ email amy.bartolone@gmail.com

Wai-Mart debuts new
'Great for You' seal

Mitt Romney speaks
•

out to conservatives

NEW YORK (AP) - You
The seal also will appear on
may like the food you buy, but is signs near bins of fruits and vegit "Great for You"?
etables and on some of WalWal~Mart Stores Inc. plans Mart's in-house products under
to help its customers figure that the Marketside brand. The comDENVER
(AP)
to our friends in the Catholic
out by adding a new green icon pany said 20 to 25 percent of its Republican presidential candi- faith" and likened so-called
that reads "Great for You" to Great Value-brand foods meet date Mitt Romney shifted his morning-after pills to "abortive
packaging of some of its house- the criteria for the new seal, focus from the economy to pills."
brand foods.
though it didn't say how many abortion, religious freedom
"This kind of assault on
The green and white seal, products will carry it.
and gay marriage in recent religion will end if I'm presi"It helps customers see very,
days, part of an intensified dent of the United States," he
which shows the stylized outline of a human figure with its very quickly what healthier effort to win over social con- said.
arms spread toward the sky, is choices are for them," Andrea servatives in states voting
Later in the day, Romney
pounced after a federal
part of a multiyear campaign Thomas, senior vice president of Tuesday.
It didn't work.
appeals court ruled that a
the world's largest retailer is sustainability for Wal-Mart
undertaking to promote healthi- Stores, said Monday in a conferRepublican
Rick voter-approved ban on gay
er products and fight childhood ence call with reporters.
Santorum, a fierce and vocal marriage in California violated
obesity.
The criteria will be outlined opponent of abortion and gay the Constitution.
Food makers and sellers a
t rights, trounced the GOP front"Today, unelected judges
have come under scrutiny in the · www.walmartgreatforyou.com runner in Minnesota's caucus- cast aside the will of the people
past for adding nutritional seals and allow all-natural foods, as es and won bragging rights for of California who voted to pro- . ,
to the fronts of packages. The well as foods without added placing first in Missouri's non- teet traditional marriage," h~ · ·
Food and Drug Administration sugar or too much fat, including binding primary. The victories said in a written statement. "I
said in 2009 that some compa- fresh fruits and vegetables and exposed Romney's longtime believe marriage is between a
nies used them misleadingly.
items such as whole wheat struggles to convince cultural man and a woman and, as
The FDA is developing pasta and low-fat dairy prod- COJ:lServatives that he's now in president, I will protect tradistandards for what health ucts.
line with their beliefs despite tiona! marriage and appoint
claims can be made on food
Foods that have too many his previous support of abor- judges who interpret the
packages, but Wal-Mart says its artificial additives, or too much tion rights. Colorado's conser- Constitution as it is written
customers want the information fat, don't make the cut, Wal- vative GOP electorate also was and not according to their own
now.
Mart said. Regular pasta, white· caucusing.
politics and prejudices."
Wal-Mart's new seal, which rice and yogurt with added
Before the results were in
As Romney stepped up his
echoes the name of one of its sugar will not carry the seal.
for that state, Romney told emphasis on social issues,
key house brands, Great Value,
Nutritional
guidelines supporters in Denver: "This Santorum and rival Gingrich
won't impart any actual nutri- always have gray areas. Eggs · was a good night for Rick intensified their criticism of
tional information when it starts were debated because of wor- Santorum. I want to congratu- Romney on those same issues.
appearing this spring. But the ries over their high cholesterol, late Sen. Santorum, but I
Gingrich, a Catholic, told
..sgal_wiJ~.G-r-e.xampl@,-but-Thomas -Said --·e*pect · to become thenominee- ---voters in Ohio that Obama had
affixed to in-house products they earned the seal because with your help."
declared war on the Catholic
with lower levels of fat, sugar they are a low-cost sour.ce of
Earlier in the day, the for- Church and that Romney was
and artificial additives.
protein.
mer Massachusetts governor's no better than Obama on the
team had worked to lower issue.
"There's been a lot of talk
expectations in the run up to
voting in the three states and about the Obama administrathe candidate himself had tion's attack on the Catholic
started emphasizing his posi- Church," Gingrich said at a
tions on social issues in the chili restaurant in Cincinnati.
days since he won Saturday's "Well, the fact is, Gov. Romney
Nevada caucuses. It was a insisted that Catholic hospitals
clear sign that he sensed a give out abortion pills, against
University of Rhode Island
threat from Santorum, who their religious beliefs, when he
was
challenging
Newt was governor~ "
Gingrich for the claim of conIn late 2005, Romney
servative
alternative
to vequired all Massachusetts
Romney.
hospitals, including Catholic
Tuesday. February 7th
As Romney's day began, ones, to provide emergency
Wednesday. February 8th
he told supporters in-Loveland .contraception to rape victims.
that President Barack Obama Some Catholics say the soThursday..February 9th
was overseeing "an assault on called morning-after pill is a
All drives will be held from 11 am · 6pm
religion - an assault on the form of abortion.
in the Memorial Union Atriums
conviction and religious beliefs
Romney said he did not
on
members
of
our
society."
support
the Massachusetts
Sponsored by: The Clearinghouse for Volunteers
Romney,
who
is
a
law,
which
passed despite his
and the URI Panhellenic Council
Mormon, cited the Obama veto. But he also said at the
administration's recent deci- time, "My personal view, in my
FREE PIZZA courtesy of
sion to require church-affiliat- heart of hearts, is that people
ed employers to cover birth who are subject to rape should
1(.~
control for their employees have the option of having
regardless of the institutions' emergency contraception or
religious beliefs. Romney emergency
contraception
www.ribc.org
called the ruling "a real blow... information."
Please remember to hydrate and eat before donating! 800-283·8385

Rhode Island

_,_CBlo.od
· enter

February 2012

Blood Drive Dates

~ZA
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Men's hockey loses weekend, not without fight
BY SHAWN SAIYA

Managing Editor

The
No.
20-ranked
University of Rhode Island men's
ice hockey team faced a golden
opportunity to vault itself back
into the national picture in the
waning part of the season when
the No. 3-ranked Arizona State
University Sun Devils (ASU)
came in for a two game series at
the Bradford R. Boss Ice Arena
this past weekend.
Unfortunately, the Rams continued their trend of coming out
sluggish in the first game of the
weekend set and coming back
with a stronger effort the following night. Following a 6-1 flop on
Friday, the Rams were much
more competitive in a 4-2loss on
Saturday.
Freshman goalie Andrew
Sherman gave it everything he
had in a 37-save effort on Friday,
but received little support from
his defense and offense.
"We've talked about closing
time and space on [ASU]," head
coach Joe Augustine said. "If you
give them time and space, they're
just that much better."
All six goals the Rams
allowed were on turnovers or
odd-man breaks.
"[ASU] capitalized on all
their opportunities. Everyone in

Lauren Trad

I Cigar

University of Rhode Island's David Macalino scores a goal at Friday night's game against the Arizona
State University Sun Devils, his 24th of the season.

[our] locker room needs to play
better, including myself," senior
left wing Robert Beggi said.
ASU scored the only two
goals in the opening frame.
Junior right wing David
Macalino scored his 24th goal of
the season just more than a
minute into the second period on
a give-and-go with sophomore
left wing Justin Bishop following
an ASU turnover.
ASU responded three minutes later and three more times in

the third period to take the contest.
Saturday's game looked eerily similar through 40 minutes of
play.
"I think we came out flat
[Friday] night and no one was
ready, no one was hustling, there
was no effort out there," senior
defenseman Jeff Lace said. "I felt .
we came out a lot stronger [on
Saturday]. We played better, but
they did get a couple bounces
that went their way ahd ~dirie df

them didn't go our way."
ASU netted the only two
goals of the first period, which
were followed by a Macalino
strike in the second period. The
Sun Devils added two more goals
in the second period to go up 4-1.
Sophomore center Sean
O'Neil gave the Rams hope following his marker in the middle
of the third period, but Rhody
couldn't mount a comeback.
Junior goalie Paul Kenny

performance. The Rams outshot
ASU by three in the game after
giving the Sun Devils a 10-shot
advantage the night before.
"I think we can take the hustle that we put in for tonight and
show a lot more heart on our side
and maybe take it in to next
weekend," Lace said..
Despite playing each of the
top-three ranked teams in the
past four weeks, the Rams aren't
out of the woods yet. The State
University of New York at Stony
Brook comes into the Boss Arena
this weekend. The Rams split a
series with the Seawolves back in
November and haven't been able
to pick up two Wins in a weekend
since December.
Following the Stony Brook
series, the Rams head to West
Chester, Pa. for the ESCHL
Playoffs. This will most likely be
the first year in the existence of
the league that Rhody has not
been a top-three seed in that tournament.

lbol<el:i sharp it time§ ili ~ 2.B=~iive

Celtics starting to show life this year, Women's swimming
fans still have plenty of hope for future loses two away meets
BY JOE HOLLENBECK

Sports Editor
BY JONATHAN SHIDELER

Sports Staff Reporter

The Celtics are one of the
hottest teams in basketball
over the last 10 games, the
key being the same toughness
and determination on defense
that brought them a championship in the summer of 2008.
Head coach Doc Rivers
has never been known for his
offensive scheme outside of
his remarkable ability to draw
up last second plays. What he
has always been known for
and always preached, especially during his time in
Boston, is mental and physical toughness on defense.
The Celtics have won
eight of their last ten games
allowing an average of 80.9
points per game to their
opponents.
With the absence of Raj on
Rondo, back-up point guard
Avery Bradley has emerged as
one of the best on-ball
defenders for · the Celtics.
Something this teamnas desperately missed since the loss
of Tony Allen to the Memphis
Grizzlies.
This past Sunday, the
Celtics
demolished
the
Grizzlies, a team that, with-

out question is younger and
more athletic. However when
you force a team to take shots
they don't want to take and
fluster them in their half court
sets, good things will happen.
That has never been more evident than right now.
This is the Celtics team
that we have grown to love in
Boston. Not always winning
games, in a blowout fashion
but slowing the game down,
grinding out wins and somewhat boring their opponents
with their defense.
The last opponent who
scored 100 points on the
Celtics was the Miami Heat in
the second game of the season.
As we know, Kevin
Garnett has had his share of
injuries but he is starting to
turn the corner and get
stronger even though the
schedule is strenuous due to
the lockout, which shortened
the season and forced more
back-to-back games.
Paul Pierce has been playing phenomenal, carrying the
team offensively shooting 43
percent on the season. The
offense was forced to use him
when Rondo wasn't around

and things shoulcin' t change
now that Rondo is back.
Pierce is one of the few guys
on the Celtics that can create
shots and scoring chances.
Chris Wilcox has become,
and will continue to be, a
solid player off of the bench
that can do all the little things
that head coach Doc Rivers
loves: solid defense and g~eat
rebounding.
We know the Celtics can
score when they need to, but
they prefer to have a low scoring game, forcing teams to set
up in the half court. Those are
the situations that matter in a
playoff run, forcing a team to
run their offense and not just
run up and down the floor.
Sure, everyone at the start
of the season had no reason to
buy in to what the Celtics
were doing; they weren't
even a .500 team.
If the team keeps up the
chemistry and continues to
buy into Rivers' defensive
scheme (that has been proven
to work in the past) there
should be a cause of concern
in the NBA and maybe a small
ray of hope that the Celtics
can raise their 18th banner.

The University of Rhode
Island women's swimming and
diving team finished up its regular season with a road loss to
both Dartmouth University
and Northeastern University in
Boston.
Dartmouth
outscored
Rhode Island 234 to 66 and the
Huskies followed suit, outscoring the team 220-80.
In the 200-yard breaststroke,
freshman
Jessica
Andruzzi earned second with a
time of 2:26.83, while teammate
freshman Rachel Revolinski
finished fourth with 2:29.73 .
Senior-captain
Katie
Mangano earned second in the
50-yard freestyle with 25.02.
Teammate freshman Kaley
Weintraub finished lOth with a
time of 26.11.
The team of Mangano,
freshman Sarah Keshishian,
freshman Chaya Zabludoff and
junior Susan Nugent finished
third in the 400-yard freestyle
relay with a time of 3:37.79.
In the 500-yard freestyle,
Zabhidoff finished fourth
(5:09.65) while Nugent placed
seventh (5:14.44) and sophomore Jules . Ferrari took lOth
(5:22.68).

In the 200-yard medley
relay, Mangano, Revolinski,
freshman Colette Aubin and
Keshishian placed fourth with
a time of 1:51.01.
In the 200-yard freestyle,
Keshishian took fifth (1:57.52)
and Revolinski finished ninth
(2:01.49).
Freshman Emily Thomesen
(1:01.69), sophomore Caitlin
Carter (1:02.57) and senior
Jennifer Lopez (1:03.45) finished eighth, ninth and lOth,
respectively, in the 100-yard
backstroke.
In the 200-yard butterfly,
Nugent
finished
eighth
(2:11.44) while Ferrari took lOth
(2:18.04).
Freshman Cara Brown
placed eighth in the one-meter
dive (229.60), and ninth in the
three-meter dive (204.85).
"Despite the losses I
thought we came out and
swam very well," head coach
Mick Westkott said. "We have
about two weeks to get ready
for
the
Atlantic-10
Championships and I think
we'll have a great shot to really
compete well in those this
year."
The Rams travel to Buffalo,
N.Y. for the Atlantic-10
Championships from Feb. 2225.

